
 
 

 

 
 

MEDIA RELEASE 

EROAD Adds Easy File Feature to its IFTA Electronic Tax Management 

Solution 

IFTA Easy File completes the circle of benefits that carriers can realize by adopting the end-to-end IFTA solution 

provided by EROAD 

Tualatin, Oregon – December 8, 2016 – EROAD, an integrated technology and services provider, today 

announced a new IFTA Easy File enhancement to its Electronic Tax Management solution. The new feature is 

designed to reduce the time and complexity of filing quarterly IFTA (International Fuel Tax Agreement) 

returns. 

“For carriers in certain jurisdictions, EROAD IFTA Easy File takes our existing enhanced IFTA reporting to the 

next level by offering a sophisticated yet simple solution for automatically generating and filing quarterly IFTA 

returns,” said Gail Levario, vice president, strategy and market development at EROAD. “By not requiring any 

data manipulation or translating of reports, IFTA Easy File makes it even easier for our customers to 

significantly reduce the time and effort spent preparing and filing returns. This new capability of EROAD’s 

IFTA Electronic Tax Management solution allows carriers to spend less time sifting through paper and more 

time running their business.” 

With IFTA Easy File, carriers in California, Connecticut, Delaware, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, 

Minnesota, New Hampshire and South Dakota can file a quarterly return by simply logging into their 

jurisdiction’s online system and sending reports generated by EROAD’s IFTA Electronic Tax Management 

solution. In addition to producing quarterly returns, the EROAD solution can help meet all of a carrier’s IFTA 

recordkeeping requirements and tax filing and obligations electronically. 

With EROAD’s IFTA Electronic Tax Management Solution in-vehicle hardware measures distance traveled and 

captures location, route, and operational data, and records, stores and transmits encrypted data to a web-

based application called Depot where users access information and services. The system’s rapid ping rate, 

mapping engine and geofence tool support accurate, reliable and auditable distance recordkeeping for 

reporting distance traveled, calculating taxes owed and generating records and reports.  

 

About EROAD 

EROAD Inc. is a leading transportation technology and services company, headquartered in Portland, Oregon. 

EROAD’s in-vehicle technology and global electronic platform provides commercial vehicle operators with 

automated solutions to manage and pay road user charges, to meet regulatory and compliance obligations, 

and to provide a range of commercial services. www.eroad.com. 
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